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ABSTRACT

Packaging engineering is an interdisciplinary field which has no formal
degree program to support it. While there arc packaging engineers in industry,
there are no packaging engineering degrees presently being offered by our
nation's colleges and universities. In order to lay a foundation upon which a
degree program could be based, this thesis has investigated the needs of
packaging engineering education by seeking the input of the packaging
industry. This qualitative comparison has been quantified, resulting in a list of
prioritized classes and topics upon which a degree program could be based.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. BA CK G RO U ND
In industry there arc a substantial number of people employed as
packaging engineers.

This comes as no surprise; one is taxed to think of a

product that does not require packaging at some point prior to, or during its
useful life. The reasons for packaging arc numerous, but because of the need
for this vital function, people are assigned to the task of designing packages
and packaging systems which will integrate not only with the product itself,
but also with the manufacturing operation, distribution system, retail system,
and with the performance requirements for the product during its useful life.
Integration of the package with the product and the packaging system is
not the only im portant consideration, however. Packaging has a relatively high
cost factor involved. One authority estimates th at these costs arc, on average,
five to eight percent of the cost of the product (1). There arc three components
of this cost.
First, there are the direct costs of the packaging material, machinery, and
labor.

It is im portant to identify less expensive methods for wrapping and

containing the product in order to reduce costs. Next, there is the component
cost of transportation. It would be well to package the product in as light of
material as possible, in order to reduce transportation charges.

At the same

time the package should not be so bulky that is takes up too much room in the
transportation vehicle, thereby decreasing the quantity able to be transported
in one trip. Finally, there is the cost of damaged goods. Should the packaging
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fail to protect the product at some point, there will a compound loss suffered.
First, there will be the loss of a unit of product, including all of the raw
materials and labor involved.

Next, there will be the loss of packaging

material and labor. Also, there will be the loss of transportation charges, and
perhaps the intangible loss suffered due to damage of the company's
reputation.
Because of these compounding losses, it is tempting to over-design a
package.

But as mentioned, there arc cost factors also associated with the

packaging material, and the transportation charges for the packaging material
which is added to the product.

It becomes a true challenge to select the

optim al balance of material, design, and performance of the packaging.
Since there are so many factors which require consideration when designing
a package and packaging system, it becomes evident packaging specialists
should need some sort of distinctive training.

B. PROBLEM O F PRESENT SITUATION
A few of our nation's universities and colleges offer degrees in packaging
science or two year programs in packaging technology, but only two have
made an attem pt to offer packaging engineering (sec Appendix 1).
include Rutgers and the University of Missouri-Roila.

These

Rutger's program lists

packaging engineering as an option to the Applied Sciences in Engineering
degree. U M R 's program presently offers a packaging engineering option in the
Engineering Management department.
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It is important to note that while the position of "Packaging Engineer"
exists in most manufacturing organizations today, there arc only two programs
in the entire country which offer formal education to support that line of work.
This void in education will not exist for long.

There was a time when

packaging was considered a necessary evil, a cost of doing business. But now
it seems that in most organizations packaging's advantages have been and are
being recognized, not only because of the need for cost reduction, but also
because o f value added to the product.
the need for more emphasis in this area.

Upper management is responding to
Demand for packaging engineers is

forecasted to exceed supply throughout this decade (2). Currently, it appears
that most of this need is being met by cross training mechanical and industrial
engineers (as well as a few others), because so little packaging engineering
education exists.
As in most market situations, supply eventually catches demand. Consider
if you will the advent of motorized vehicles. In the early part of this century
people had the need to get around. For lack of an alternate method of going
from one place to another, one either walked or used some form of equestrian
transportation.
adopted.

But when the motorized vehicle came around it was readily

Before this development, not many questioned whether they would

walk or ride, or drive their car; the choice was not available. Today, not many
consider any other way of getting across town except driving their car, or
riding some form of public transportation.
And so we have the present situation.

Currently, companies need

packaging engineers, just as people had the need to get across town. But since
there are only two schools in the country offering nominal packaging engineers,
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many companies do not even know that people with this degree exist. Since a
new alternative to an existing goal is not readily available or even known,
companies consider little else than their present sources for packaging
personnel, just as turn of the century people never considered driving their car
to get across town.

Here at the University of Missouri-Rolla, the need for

packaging engineers has been identified and steps are being taken towards
meeting it.
In a marketing situation, the first step in fulfilling a customer's need is to
make sure that one knows specifically what the customer wants, and not just
provide a product with a "take it or leave it attitude."

It is known that

packaging engineers are in demand, but what specifically makes up a
packaging engineer?
Most engineering curriculums require around onc-hundrcd-thirty credit
hours to complete an engineering degree. This large number of hours offers a
great deal of latitude in the molding of an engineer.

For example, two

individuals may graduate as mechanical engineers, but one may have
specialized in thermodynamics, and the other in manufacturing processes. So
it is im portant to more specifically ascertain the needs of the customer.
In this case, the manufacturing industry is the customer, and the packaging
engineer is the product. By asking the customer what the customer needs, the
educational requirements which are and will be required of the new employee
could better be determined. Then the engineering curriculum for a packaging
engineer could be tailored to more specifically meet the need of industry and
the future needs of the student, on the basis of that industry's input.
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C. SUM M A RY AND PROPOSAL

The arguments just presented serve as the foundation for this thesis. There
is a genuine need in industry for packaging engineers.

However, few schools

offer any form of packaging education, let alone in the field of packaging
engineering. Because there is demand for packaging engineers but virtually no
supply, there is need to develop a valid packaging engineering education
curriculum.
There is no better way that the author can think of to establish this
curriculum than seek the input of those who have worked as packaging
engineers and who hire packaging engineers.

An attem pt has been made to

ask of industry, "If you were going to hire a packaging engineer, what sort of
educational background would you require of that person?"

A survey was

designed and sent out to industry to probe this matter. From this, the results
have been compiled and presented.

It is hoped that the results of the query

will facilitate the curriculum design for a new degree program:
Engineering.

Packaging
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II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION REVIEW

A. FIN D IN G S

Several avenues were investigated to check on background information for
this topic. The first step was to check the sources available at the University
of Missouri-Rolla.

There was a cursory search of the industry's relevant

journals which the Engineering Management departm ent keeps on file (3).
The next source investigated was the UM R library.
University

of

Missouri

Informational

The Libraries and the

Network,

LU M IN ,

is

a

computer-accessed data base linking the resources of the four University of
Missouri campus libraries.

It is able to perform a title, subject, or author

search for over 980,000 titles. Also at the U M R library, the author searched
for the topic in the "Reader's Guide to Periodic Literature."

The literature

search on the UM R campus revealed nothing.
Since Rutgers has a packaging program, the author thought it would be
well to check on their data base (4). This too produced no articles. Southwest
Missouri State University has the Info-Track network on-line in their library.
There were no relevant listings on a topic search of "packaging," "engineering,"
or "education."
With this search proving to be fruitless, the author sought the advice of Dr.
Henry Sineath (5).

Dr. Sineath is the PMMI Professor of Packaging

Machinery at the University of Missouri-Rolla.

Also, he is a member of the

Packaging Education Foundation's Packaging Hall of Fame, member of the
Flexible Packaging Association's Web Society, and noted packaging industry
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expert. Dr. Sineath assured me that to the best of his knowledge, a literature
review would not further the cause of this thesis. However, he directed me to
the Packaging Education Foundation (PEF).

It would be important to check

with other institutions to determine what work had been done or was being
done on this topic.
The Packaging Education Foundation is a group which keeps in touch with
the furthering of packaging education.

To the knowledge of this body, no

work had been done to assess the qualitative need of packaging engineering
education. However, Kris Mitchell, the Educational Coordinator at PEF, was
most helpful in providing a list of other institutions which have programs in
packaging (6). This list is included in Appendix A.
W ith this list the author was able to search out other possible work on
educational needs.

As stated before though, there arc currently only two

schools offering some form of packaging engineering education; most of the
schools offering any form of packaging education offer packaging science and
technology, and have had little need to pursue an inquiry along the lines of this
thesis. This investigation revealed that there has been no work done on this
topic by these schools.

B. CONCLUSION
A review of published literature, and possible papers and research by
institutions of higher learning showed that there had been no work to discover
the qualitative needs in packaging engineering education.

It should be noted

that even Rutgers, which has a packaging engineering option, has never
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conducted an official survey on which to base their program (7). As a result, it
can be concluded that not only is there a need for packaging engineering
education, there is also a need for research in this area, and that this thesis is
pioneering new ground.
W hat follows is original research which attempts to determine

the

educational factors that will be necessary to build a packaging engineering
degree program. The efforts to develop and apply a survey instrument have
been presented.

Then the findings have been given as well a discussion and

conclusion based upon them.
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III. QUALITATIVE EDUCATIONAL NEED ASSESSMENT

A. D EV ELO PM EN T OF SURVEY IN STRUM EN T

Bearing in mind that the result of this research would describe a
curriculum for packaging engineering, courses themselves were the target of
investigation.
When pursuing an undergraduate degree in engineering, certain courses are
inherently required, regardless of the specific discipline.

Such courses include

calculus, basic chemistry, physics, statics, and general humanities and social
sciences, to name a few.

Extrapolating the idea that these are gcncrically

required for engineering degrees, it was concluded that these same courses
would be required for a packaging engineer. This allowed the focus to dwell
on elective studies for the packaging discipline.
The survey which was to be sent out would provide the respondents with
an opportunity to evaluate a list of courses which could be deemed as electives
for a packaging engineer.
considerations in mind.

They would be instructed to do so with two
First, w hat would be the requirements of the

graduate's work as a packaging engineer?

It would be important to have a

background which was related as closely as possible to the engineer's work as it
is always a concern for institutions of higher learning to adequately prepare the
graduate for his future.

The second consideration to be kept in mind when

filling out the survey was the graduate's marketability as a packaging engineer.
While this is not unrelated to the first consideration, it would be good to
provide the student with a background that made him salable to industry.
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There could be little future for a new program if the product was not being
purchased.
In the survey, a list of offerings was presented and each course therein was
to be described by the respondent as being "absolutely essential," "important,"
"nice to have," or "not important." This was to be accomplished by placing a
mark next to the course in the column under the appropriate heading.
The next step would be to determine which courses should be put into the
survey. O ur universities offer numerous classes all with different names, many
however with common denominators. This poses two problems. First, if all of
the courses ever offered were to be listed in one survey, the resulting survey
would be the size of a small phone book, and no one would have the time to
Fill one out. This begs the question, "Which courses from which departm ents
should be included?"

Second, would confusion result concerning course

contents? These questions will be dealt with in order.
The work of a packaging engineer has many facets, but most of them fall
into four general catagories:
science.

engineering, management, production, and

In keeping with that line of reason, it would make sense for the

elective courses to consist of some combination of the four.

It was left up to

the respondents to decide the balance. So, the courses which were listed on the
survey came out of university departments which offered or supported these
topics.

In the engineering Fields, ceramic, electrical, engineering management,

industrial, mechanics, and mechanical engineering courses were considered. In
the science department, chemistry and metallurgical courses were included.
There were also some support courses which were listed.
graphics, mathematics, and management classes.

Those included

O f course, there would need to be some packaging classes. But since these
courses have not traditionally existed, how would this matter be handled? As
mentioned in chapter two of this paper, input was solicited from various
schools which have a packaging program of one form or another.

Part of the

information requested was for the schools to send the author a brochure of the
courses listed. This was an attem pt to ascertain what packaging classes were
being offered.

From a compilation of these classes and a description of them,

the author retitled them in such a fashion that they now had descriptive titles
which contained the essence of the subject.
W hat about confusion concerning course contents?

Here again, this

argument can only be countered by the sincere effort which made course titles
as descriptive as possible.

It was hoped that this effort would result in little

confusion, and, for example, all respondents would have a basic understanding
of w hat was m eant by "statistics," or by "accounting."

As a result of this

understanding, the intentions of the survey would be serviced.

B. RESPONSE VALUATION
W hat has just been described comprises the primary portion of the tool
which gathered the information required for the thesis.

It would now be

necessary to devise a scheme for weighting the responses so qualitative
information could be quantified in a meaningful yet representative fashion.
As described earlier, the respondents were asked to rate the listed courses
in one of four catagories: "absolutely essential," "important," "nice to have," or
"not important."

These catagories were used instead of a numerical ranking
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because it is easier and more consistent for people filling out a survey to
differentiate between "absolutely essential" and "important" than between a
"four," and a "three." The difficulty lies in the interpretation of the data.

If

"absolutely essential" = 4, and "important" = 3, is it sound to conclude that
"absolutely essential" is 33 percent more significant than "important?"

This

was a difficult question, but there needed to be some form of weighting so that
the relative importance of these responses could be established.
This weighting was a modified model based on the grading schemes used
by schools. Depending upon what grade a student receives, there is a certain
num ber of grade points allotted. If a student receives an "F", there is no credit
given since there is no value added.

Therefore, if a class received a "not

im portant" rating, there was no credit given to that class. However, it should
be noted that no credit was taken from the class either; there was no negative
weighting.

Following this idea, "nice to have" was given a value of 1,

"important" was given a value of 2, and "absolutely essential" was given a
value of 3.
Other

modification

included

normalizing

the

data.

With

a

little

forethought, it was evident that there would not be equal responses for each of
the catagories.

When each of the catagories were totaled, there may be 200

"absolutely essential' responses, and 300 "important" responses, indicating that
the "absolutely essential" votes came at a premium. So, the number of votes
each class received would be tallied, then divided by the category total,
resulting in a percent of the total responses for that category.

This percent

would then be multiplied by the category's weighting factor, and the weighted
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percents for each of the courses would be added, which would result in a
composite score that could be compared.
Deviation was another area that needed to be addressed.

One man's

"absolutely essential" may be another man's "important". This would certainly
be true if one person's work or educational background involved a great deal
of science and chemistry, and another's involved a great deal of manufacturing
and engineering.

If by chance there was a good deal of scattering, the

significance of the response may be questioned.

The main attem pt to

overcome this type of biasing was to target various groups of respondents.
This is explained further below. If records were kept, and if offsetting interest
groups were equally represented, then a normal distribution should occur, and
the responses would be valid.

C. A D D ITIO N A L REQUESTED IN FO RM A TIO N
As long as the respondent's were filling out a survey, the author thought
that it would be well to gather some additional information related to the
employment o f packaging engineers, even if this were not in direct support of
his thesis. Therefore, questions were included to ascertain whether the there
would be a market for packaging engineers, and what kind of salaries were
being offered.
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D. IM PLEM EN TA TIO N OF IN STRUM EN T
The instrument which is described above is presented in Appendix B.
was sent out to five main groups.

It

The board of the Flexible Packaging

Association, the Packaging Education Foundation board of directors, the
board of Packaging Machinery M anufacturer's Institute, the board of the
Society of Packaging and Handling Engineers, and the University o f Missouri Rolla Packaging Advisory Committee. In all, over one hundred thirty surveys
were distributed.
These people were targeted for several reasons.

Each person has a deep

interest in their respective fields as evidenced by his or her active involvement
in their

professional societies.

Their positionsof leadership in these

organizations indicate that these people have been in and around the
packaging business for some time, and it was hoped that because of their
apparent

enthusiasm, they would

information for this thesis.

be

motivated

to provide meaningful

By targeting five different sources, a broad range

of packaging specialties and special interests could be included and represented
in the results.
Also, by different groups being represented, bias could be distributed. For
example,

because

of that

person's

association

with

plastic films

and

laminations, a member of the Flexible Packaging Association may recommend
th at a packaging engineer should have a strong background in chemistry,. On
the other hand, a person representing the Packaging Machinery M anufacturers
Institute

may strongly

recommend

a

firm

background

in

mechanical

engineering, because of his or her association with machine design. Therefore,
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if each of the interest groups is equally represented, a neutralizing effect will
occur.
Please bear in mind that an individual from one of the targeted groups
probably has an appreciation for the need of a discipline associated with that
of another group.

After all, packaging seems to be a very broad field

encompassing many facets. Also, recall the task: the courses were to be rated
individually, not ranked one at the expense of another. If the courses were to
be ranked, such a person might give preference to one class over another. This
however was not the activity requested of the respondent.

So some of the

concern about biasing should be alleviated because of this rating factor.
Upon receiving the results it would be necessary to tabulate the results as
described above. This would provide a ranking of courses that could be used
to compare the courses overall, and perhaps more important, to compare
courses within specific departments. Now, based on input from the packaging
industry, a framework has been built from which to develop a packaging
engineering program. Next, a presentation of the results is given, followed by
interpretations of the data and conclusions.
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IV. RESULTS

Out of one hundred thirty surveys sent out, sixty responses were returned
(46.2%). The following table shows the distribution to whom the surveys were
sent and returned.

Table I.

SURVEY DISTRIBUTION AND RETURN

Group
Flexible Packaging Assoc.

# Sent
26

# Returned
11

Percent
<+2.2%

Packaging Education Foundation

32

1A

00
to

Packaging Machinery
Manufacturer's Institute

18

6

33.3

Society of Packaging and
Handling Engineers

33

1A

A2.A

UMR Packaging Advisory
Comaittee

21

15

71 .A

130

60

A6.2X

Total

The primary results of the survey are printed on the pages that
follow. The data have been presented in an overall course ranking, and then
in an intra-department ranking.
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Table II. SURVEY RESULTS - OVERALL COURSE RANKING
(by rating, high to low)
Composite Rating
20.86
19.67
18.80
18.20
17.99
17.97
17.28
17.10
16.56
16.98
15.83
15.69
15.33
15.00
19.78
19.76
19.18
13.96
13.99
13.03
12.87
12.80
12.78
12.29
12.15
1 1.87
11.09
11.02
10.88
10.82
10.20
9.95
9.80
9.22
8.82
8.72
8.63
8.58
8.55
8.35
8.39
7.90
7.91
7.35
7.17
6.92
6.91
6.00
5.69
3.30

Department_____ Course Name________________
Materials
Packaging
Introduction to Packaging
Packaging
Packaging Machinery
Packaging
Package Development
Packaging
Packaging System
Packaging
Fundamentals of Design
Packaging
Packaging for Distribution
Packaging
Packaging Testing Laboratory
Packaging
Quality Control
Eng. Mgt.
Packaging for End Use
Packaging
Mechanics of Materials
Eng. Mech.
Statistics
Mathematics
Computer Applications to Pkg.
Packaging
Pkg. for the Retail Outlet
Packaging
Shock and Vibration
Packaging
Packaging for Marketing
Packaging
Laws and Regulations
Packaging
CAD/CAM
Mech. Eng.
Case Studies
Packaging
Production Processes
Mech. Eng.
Matls. Handling S Plant Layout
Eng. Mgt.
Eng. Graphical Design
Graphics
Human Relations
Management
Machine Design
Mech. Eng.
Engineering Economy
Eng, Mgt.
Computer Integrated Manu.
Eng. Mgt.
Polymer
Chemistry
Production Management
Eng. Mg.
Robotics
Mech. Eng.
Marketing
Management
Business Logistics
Eng. Mgt.
Principals of Ind. Org. & Mgt.
Eng. Mgt.
Management Information Sys.
Management
Accounting
Management
Kinematics
Mech. Eng.
Military Packaging
Packaging
Electronics for Instr.
Elect. Eng.
Electrical Circuits
Elect. Eng.
Organic
Chemistry
Thermodynamics
Mech. Eng.
Heat Transfer
Mech. Eng.
Finance
Management
Inorganic
Chemistry
Physical
Chemistry
Fluid Mechanics
Mech. Eng.
Differential Equations
Mathematics
Analytical
Chemistry
Qualitative
Chemistry
General (introductory)
Metallurgy
General (introductory)________
Ceramic Eng.
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Table III.

SURVEY RESULTS - ACADEMIC
COURSE RANKING

DEPARTMENT

(by department course listing quantity, by
intradepartment course rating, high to l o w ) _______
Packaging
20.86 - Materials
19.67 - Introduction to Packaging
18.80 - Packaging Machinery
18.20 - Package Development
17.94 - Packaging Systems
17.47 - Fundamentals of Design
17.28 - Packaging for Distribution
17.10 - Packaging Testing Laboratory
16.48 - Packaging for End Use
15.33 - Computer Applications to Packaging
15.00 - Packaging for the Retail Outlet
1A.78 - Shock and Vibration
14.76 - Packaging for Marketing
14.18 - Laws and Regulations
13.94 - Case Studies
8.72 - Military Packaging
Mechanical Engineering
13.96 - CAD/CAM
13.03 - Production Processes
12.29 - Machine Design
10.88 - Robotics
8.82 - Kinematics
8.35 - Thermodynamics
8.34 - Heat Transfer
7.17 - Fluid Mechanics
Engineering Management
16.56 - Quality Control
12.87 - Materials handling & Plant Layout
12.15 - Engineering Economy
11.87 - Computer Integrated Manufacturing
11.02 - Production Management
10.20 - Business Logistics
9.95 - Principals of Industrial Organization & Mgt.
Chemistry
11.09 - Polymer
8.55 - Organic
7.41 - Inorganic
7.35 - Physical
6.41 - Analytical
6.00 - Qualitative
Management
12.78 - Human Relations
10.82 - Marketing
9.80 - Management Information Sys.
9.22 - Accounting
7.90 - Finance
Mathematics
15.69 - Statistics
6.92 - Differential Equations
Electrical Engineering
8.63 - Electronics for Instrumentation
8.58 - Electrical Circuits
Engineering Mechanics
15.83 - Mechanics of Materials
Graphics
12.80 - Engineering Graphical Design
Metallurgy
5.69 - General (introductory)
Ceramic Engineering
3.30 - General (introductory)________________ _________ _
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The following questions were also included in the survey:

If an engineer followed your prescribed course of study above, would your
company hire such a person?
A) yes B) no
Results: yes = 80.9% (38/47)
(In this case only 47 of the respondents opted
to answer the question.)
If this question was answered "yes", it was to be followed up by these
questions:
If so, how many?
A over the next _B_ years.
A =

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-20

B =

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-20

W hat would your company be willing to pay for such a person (starting
salary)?
A) under S20,000 B) S20 - S25,000 C) S26 - $30,000
B) $31 - $35,000 D) $36 - $40,000 E) over $40,000

The results to these questions are presented on the next page.
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Table IV. PROJECTED DEMAND AND SALARY LEVELS FOR
NEW PACKAGING ENGINEERS
Time
Hof
Hires Period(yrs)
8 #1
A
3
1
5
1
3
1
8
5
5
5
5
2
5
3
8
5
2
1
2
2
8
3
13
3
5
A
A
2
5
3
3
2
5
3
5
A
5
3
A
8 *1
3
2
3
5
8
8
2
2
8
A
A
A
8
2
1
3
5
8
5
2
5
5
5
2
NR
1
NR
1
112
2
8
3
1
126

5
5
8
3

NR = No Response

Starting
Rate
(H/Time) Salary (x 100)
$275 *2
.50
275
.33
225
.20
225
.33
225
.63
225
1 .00
223
■A0
325
.60
275
.63
225
.50
225
1 .00
275
.38
275
.23
325
.80
225
.50
275
.60
225
.67
325
.60
275
.80
225
.60
275
2.00
325
.67
275
1.68
275
1 .00
225
1 .00
225
.50
325
1 .00
275
.25
225
.33
325
1 .60
275
,A0
325
1.00
225
,A0
225
NR
225
NR
$3,090
,A0
1 .60
.38
.33
25.8A

Salary
x # Hires (x
$1,100
275
225
225
1,125
1,125
A50
975
1,375
225
A50
825
825
1,300
A50
825
A50
975
1,100
675
2,600
650
1,375
2,200
A50
900
1,300
550
225
2,600
550
1,625
A50
225
225
$30,900

NR
NR
NR
NR

Total Number of Hires = 126

Rate of Hiring = 26 per year (25.8)
Average salary = $30,900 x 100 / 112 = $27, 600 ($27,589:
*1 - All time periods and number of hires denoted by an eight
indicate that the respondent checked the block "6-10 years , or
"6-10 hires". Likewise, the 13 in the time column indicates the
"11-15 years" block was marked.
X2 - All salaries are in the middle of a five thousand dollar
range (e.g. $27,500 represents that the $26-30,000 block was
checked). This was done to achieve a rough average.
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Two last questions pertaining to respondent's educational background:

Your educational background:

A) High School

B) Some college

C)

Bachelor's Degree D) Master's Degree E) Phd.
Results:

Number

5
14
34
4
57*

Degree

Phd.
M a s t e r 1s
B.S.
Some C o l l e g e

Nature of highest degree that applies to your packaging work:
A) Liberal Arts B) Science C) Engineering

Results:

Number

5
15
33
53*

Nature
Liberal Arts
Science
Engineering

* these numbers do not agree because both questions were not responded to by
equal number of those surveyed.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

A. SUMMARY
In this thesis there was an attempt to establish a foundation upon which a
degree program in packaging engineering could be built.

It is important to

offer such a degree for several reasons. First, packaging is being increasingly
recognized as an important function in industry. Because of this acknowledged
importance, demand to fill the positions of packaging engineers has increased.
Therein lies the problem. Demand exists, but supply does not. This is due to
the lack of our nation's packaging engineering education. Since there is a lack
of proper training, it would be well to establish a program which would help
satiate this need.
If a program is to be established, there would appear to be no better way
to mold that program than to base it on input from that program's customer:
the students' typical future employers. So a survey was devised and sent out
to active members of the packaging industry. It requested their input to rate
the importance of a list of courses which may be considered as options in a
packaging engineering degree program.
From this list of course ratings, relative importance could be established,
and one course could possibly be deemed as being more important than
another, based on the input of the industry. Chapter four provided a listing of
the results. What follows is an explanation and interpretation of those results.
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B. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

1. Data Distribution. A concern which needs to preface the discussion
of the results is the distribution of data.

An exertion was made that if the

survey was sent out to "balancing" populations (i.e. engineers versus scientists,
or more specifically, one professional association versus another) then the data
would be distributed normally, and the effects of biasing would be minimized.
The author would like to call your attention to Appendix C, the survey data
tabulation work sheet. By visual inspection, it is apparent that the responses
are distributed normally among each response. If there was a significant high
and low grouping for a given course, there would seem to be some
disagreement between factions as to the importance of the course, but such is
not the case. The distribution of response could be partially explained with an
argument made earlier. Packaging seems to be a broad field, and a packaging
professional exposed to many facets of the industry would have an
appreciation for the need of certain courses, even if those courses were outside
that person's specialty.

2.

Ranking by Rating.

The main results of this thesis provided a

composite rating for each of the courses listed.
ranked and presented in two ways.

From this the courses were

First in an overall ranking, and then

perhaps more importantly, in an intra-department ranking.
The overall ranking allows for comparison, one course with another. Here
one can readily determine whether the packaging professional feels that, for
example, engineering management's quality control is a more important class
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for a packaging engineer to have than packaging's laws and regulations, and to
what extent.
The intra-department ranking tells us that if a packaging engineering
program was to have an elective in chemistry, that of all the chemistry
electives, a course in polymers would be the most important. This is significant
because when an actual program of study is designed, it will more than likely
call for so many hours of in department A, so many hours in department B,
and so many hours in department C.

From this table, one may determine

what that departmental course (or courses) should be.

3.

Voluntary Input. It should be mentioned that there was a section

provided for the addition of courses should it be felt that anything important
had been left out. The most noteworthy of the mentions was in the area of
communication.

Five individuals commented that technical writing was

absolutely essential, one important, and two said that speech was absolutely
essential, one important.

One respondent wrote, "Good packaging engineers

(developers) must be good communicators. Listening is a skill all but lost from
the current packaging graduate" (8). Another said:

"One of my pet peeves

with recent packaging graduates is their inability to write and communicate
effectively within a business environment.

We can have all the students

prepared to handle technical issues but too often it seems that they have great
difficulty in transmitting that information" (9).
So it looks as though a program of study should include a course in
technical writing, communications, and or speech.
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4. Market for Packaging Engineers.

a. Hiring. The author thought that while he had the attention of those
in the packaging industry, that it would be well to request some information
concerning the marketability of and market for packaging engineers, even if
such information was not in direct support of his thesis. So, questions were
added to determine whether the respondent felt that his company would hire a
packaging engineer, the quantity and rate of hiring, and the starting salary.
O f those who responded to the question, "If an engineer followed your
prescribed course of study above, would your company hire such a person?",
80.9% said, "yes" (38/47).
If this question was answered "yes," it was to be followcd-up by two related
questions. This effort attempted to determine the quantity and rate of hiring,
and also the expected starting salaries.

In order to accomplish this, the

respondent was asked how many people they would expect their company to
hire over how many of the next few years.

With this information, the total

number of expected "hires" of packaging engineers for the short term could be
approximated, as well as the rate of that hiring.

Of the 38 companies

responding to this question, it would seem that there will be 126 packaging
engineers hired at a rate of 26 per year, with a window of that hiring just
beyond five years.
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b. Starting Salary. In order to calculate the average salary for a B.S. in
packaging engineering, the respondent was asked to estimate the range of the
starting salary for the graduate.

By using a method of rough averages, the

mean starting salary was calculated to be S27,600.

This appears to be

reasonably consistent for the average starting salaries of mechanical engineers
(S29,100) and for industrial engineers (S28,100) (10).

Remember that the

salary and hiring information is based on the respondent's opinion, and not
actual forecasts.

5. Respondant's Educational Background. One other section which was
included in the survey requested information pertaining to the respondent's
educational background. This was included to simply get a feel for those who
were responding.

Of those who responded to this question, there were five

Phd.s, fourteen with master's degrees, thirty-four with bachelor's degrees, and
four with some college experience.

When asked the nature of the highest

degree which applied to their packaging work, five were in the field of liberal
arts, fifteen in science, and thirty-three in engineering.

C. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The thrust of this thesis was to lay a foundation upon which a degree
program in packaging engineering could be based. The author feels successful
in accomplishing this objective. Input has been sought and received from the
people who should know the most about the needs of a packaging engineer:
the packaging professional themselves. Not only have these people done the
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work, many are in a position to do the hiring. They were asked to fill out the
survey keeping in mind the student's marketability, and the student s future
needs as a packaging engineer.

If in fact they have responded with these

considerations in mind, then the author is confident that the results are
meaningful. This now leaves the task to actually design a curriculum.

D. PROPOSED FUTURE RESEARCH
There are national accreditation guidelines and standards involved in
designing a program of study, which appear to be beyond the scope of this
thesis, making an actual degree program design out of line. But with a certain
amount of indulgence, the author would like to make some observations, and
perhaps give some direction to future research.
Within most degree programs, there arc certain classes which arc required,
and certain which are electives. Since we now have a list of prioritized classes,
it would work out rather nicely to simply insert them into the body of an
existing engineering program in the elective course "slots." It would be well to
seek out an engineering discipline which already considered many of the
courses listed on the survey as being "required." This would allow more of the
classes to be included. Then, only those courses in that degree program which
are out of line for a degree in packaging engineering would have to be
trimmed, substituting essential courses recommended by the results of this
thesis. However, no degree program could include all of the classes because of
the lack of available credits within a typical one hundred thirty-somc-odd hour
program.
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It should be noted at this time that while there were fifty classes listed on
the survey, the packaging portion should perhaps receive different treatment.
It is the opinion of the author that these listings should be treated as topics,
rather than courses. They were listed separately in order to home in on the
specific needs of the packaging program itself. This will allow the packaging
courses in a degree program to be weighted in a fashion that closely follows the
recommendation of the industry. This is good because many of the topics do
not seem to warrant a full three engineering credit hours in and of themselves,
and it will free up a few extra precious credit hours.
From looking over the results, it is remarkable how closely the data fit the
degree requirements of the engineering management degree at the University of
Missouri-Rolla. Therefore, perhaps this is one degree program which merits
investigation as a possible shell for a packaging engineering program.
The individual who endeavors to design such a program may well benefit
from some input offered by respondents. One person suggests:
We need packagers that can do general purpose problem
solving and not lose sight of business objectives. The field is so
broad and changing so rapidly that specific knowledge is of limited
use. Teach them how to find information, recognize its value, and
make creative use of its potential (11).
Another said:
Graduates should be able to function as project engineers and
well as packaging engineers.
Our graduates should be as
comfortable planning, purchasing, and installing packaging
equipment and lines as they are preparing packaging specifications.
They should also have good interpersonal skills. They need to be
able to put major projects together, and sec them through from
beginning to end (12).
It will truly be a challenging task for an individual to design a program of
study for a degree in packaging engineering, but the author believes that it will
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pave the way for many future graduates to have successful and rewarding
careers in the field of packaging.
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APPENDIX B

THE SURVEY
Packaging Engineering Education
Need-Assessnent Survey
Assume that an individual has taken the basic curricula
associated with an engineering degree (calculus, chemistry,
physics, statics, humanities, etc.) Below is a list of college
courses which could be deemed as electiyen for an engineer.
Assume that they are three-hour courses taught in a fifteen-week
semester. Based on your knowledge of the work of a Packaging
Engineer, please rate the courses as to their level of importance
with two considerations:
1) The requirements of the graduate's work as a Packaging
Engineer, and, 2) The graduate's marketability as a Packaging
Engineer.
Directions: Please check the "0" in the column which you feel
most closely describes the relative importance of the listed
course.
Not

Nice to
__

Important

G

0

o

0
0
o
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

o
o
o
o
o
o

0

0

0

o

0

0

0

o

- Mechanics of Materials
Engineering Management

0

0

0

o

- Business Logistics

0

0

0

o

- Computer Integrated
Manufacturing

0

0

- Engineering Economy

0

0

0
0

o
o

- Materials handling
& Plant Layout

0

0

0

o

- Principals of Industrial
Organization & Management n

0

- Production Management

0

0

- Quality Control

0

0

0
0
0

o
o
0

0

0

0

o

Department and
Course Name__

Absolutely
essential

Important

0
0

Ceramic Engineering
- General (introductory)
Chemistry
- Analytical
- Inorganic
- Organic
- Physical
- Polymer
- Qualitative
Electrical Engineering
- Electrical Circuits
- Electronics for
Instrumentation
Engineering Mechanics

Graphics
- Eng. Graphical Design
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Department and
Course Name

Absolutely
Essential

Impor taut

Nice to
UilY.C__

Not
.J.mDQrJUiU

Mathematics
- Differential Equations

0

0

0

0

- Statistics

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

- CAD/CAM

0

0

0

0

- Fluid mechanics

0

0

0

- Heat transfer
- Kinematics

0
0

- Machine design
- Production Processes

0
0

- Robotics
- Thermodynamics

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

o
0
0
0

- Materials

0
0
0
0
0

- Military Packaging

0

0

0

- Package Development

0

0

- Packaging for Distribution

0

- Packaging for End Use

0 .
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
o
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

u
0
0
0
0

Management
- Accounting
- Finance
- Human Relations
- Management Information
Systems
- Marketing
Mechanical Engineering

Metallurgy
- General (introductory)
Packaging
- Case Studies
- Computer Applications
to Packaging
- Fundamentals of Design
- Introduction to Packaging
- Laws and Regulations

- Packaging foe Marketing
- Packaging for the
Retail Outlet
- Packaging Machinery
- Packaging Systems
- Packaging Testing Laboratory
- Shock and Vibration

0

Department and
Course Name

Absolutely
Essential

Important

0

0

O

0

O

0

0

0

Nice to
Have

Not
Important

Other

Please circle the most appropriate selection
If an engineer followed your prescribed course of study above
would your company hire such a person?
A) yes

0) no

If so, how many?
A

over the next

A®

11

21

3f
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B *

1,

2,

3,

4,

B

5,

years.
6-10,

11-15,

16-20

6-10,

11-15,

16-20

What would your company be willing to pay for such a person
(starting salary)?
A) under $20,000

B) $20 - $25,000

C) $26 - $30,000

B) $31 - $35-000

D) $36 - $40-000

E) over $40-000

Your educational background:
A) High School

B) Some college

D) Master's Degree

C) Bachelor's Degree

E) Phd.

Nature of highest degree that applies to your packaging work:
A) Liberal Arts

B) Science

C) Engineering

Would you like to be sent a copy of the results?
A) yes

B) no

Please feel free to make any comments you may have on the reverse side of
this page.
Thank you once again for your support.
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APPENDIX C

SURVEY RESULTS TABULATION SHEET

Stlim-v RESULTS TABULATION SHEET
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- Engineering Economy
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Absolutely
Essential

Important

Nice to
Have

Management
- Account in<j
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APPENDIX D

MISCELLANEOUS QUOTATIONS

W hat follow are miscellaneous quotations not included in the thesis.

"For many positions (packaging) in industry, the scientific approach may be
overkill to some non-technical managers.

The logical approach to problem

solving, however, is useful in all of industry and will not be replaced by the
computer or courses in organization and/or management etc." - PEF J

"A big point: Making sure students who want to work with the package (r&d,
development, etc.) also understand the packaging operation.

Likewise, the

fellow who wants to run the operation must at least appreciate some of the fine
points of structure and material behavior." -PEF L

"A student aspiring to be a plant manager or head of packaging operations
needs

a

very

different

program

than

one

centering

on

packaging

development."-PEF L

"Real problem:

deciding what courses are mandatory for all packaging

engineers. 1- Shaping a program for one who wants to be a plant manager or
head of operations is one thing

2- shaping a program for one aspiring to

package development or R & D is another 3- the hard part: deciding how
much each should have of the other's subject matter. Further, for many the
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choices are not clear cut, but our engineering-oriented student is probably more
concerned with packaging (the whole operation) rather than the package
(development) but each needs exposure -even the operating type must study
packaging material behavior." -PEF L

"We look either for design engineers or manufacturing engineers to make
packaging machinery or sales engineers with a good mechanical aptitude and
polish." -PEF O

"1 now see more and more companies who arc complaining that their recently
hired engineers do not have sufficient appreciable technical ability. By this I
mean that even if they are technically capable of doing the work or solving the
problem, they do not apply their skills using common sense and logic. Thus,
the job is often times not done or not done correctly. I would prefer to hire an
average "C" student with an eagerness to continue learning and good common
sense and listening skills than hire and academic genius who thought he/'shc
already knew it all and was too eager to talk rather than listen." - PEF P

"If I had two equal candidates, the one with coop experience would be my first
choice" -SHPEA

"I feel that they (packaging graduates) should be more versed in the total
business sense in understanding where packaging fits into the total business
environment." -SPHE D
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"Assuming that the educational goal is to turn out a packaging scientist (or
engineer), the best all around training is that of a chemical engineer plus
enough packaging courses to show the student that the packaging discipline is
a real rewarding career opportunity. Course should have a good mix of theory
and practical applications (especially practical application). There appears to
be an educational void in the area of corrugated packaging.

Many graduate

packaging engineers have no experience in corrugated." - SPHE H

